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BOOK REVIEWS
THE PSYCMATRIST AND THE LAW. By Winfred
Overholser, M.D. Harcourt, Brace and
Company, 1953, Pp. x + 147, $3.50.
PSYCHIATRY AND THE LAW. By Manfred S.
Guttmacher, M.D., and Henry Weihofen.
New York, W. W. Norton and Company,
Inc., 1953, Pp. viii + 476, $7.50.
MURDER, MADNEss AND T LAW, By Louis
H. Cohen, M.D., Cleveland, The World
Publishing Company, 1953, Pp. 173, $3.50.
(Also published by Signet Books, New York,
New American Library of World Literature,
1954, Pp. 141, 25 .)
With the exception of Henry Weihofen's
excellent but entirely law-oriented book, In-
sanity as a Defense in Criminal Law, these three
titles represent the only major approaches to
some current problems of Forensic Psychiatry
in a field untouched for a generation. Together
with Henry Davidson's recent Forensic Psy-
chiatry, reviewed elsewhere in this Journal,
these books constitute a battery of volumes
which could not have appeared ten or fifteen
years ago. At that time the present reviewer
was seeking a publisher for a similar volume but
the idea was universally rejected by those
whom he approached with the comment that
the field of Forensic Psychiatry did not envelop
enough prospective buyers to offer an adequate
return. Whether the area has actually grown in
ten years or whether the large number of
persons legally or medically oriented who are
interested in this phase of human behavior has
come to the attention of the book publishers,
cannot be determined. The Forensic Section
of the American Psychiatric Association and the
Psychiatric Section of the American Academy
of Forensic Sciences, already its largest group,
certainly shows that hundreds want to know
more about Forensic Psychiatry. A number of
lay ventures into the field of popularizing and
retelling murder cases, such as psychiatrist
Cohen does in Murder, Madness and the Law,
have seemed to be profitable from the pub-
lishers' standpoint.
The fact that Psychiatrist and the Law is
basically a foundation book on the subject
would lend probability to its success, for it is
the first of the Isaac Ray awards, which lecture
foundation may eventually change our legal
system profoundly by chipping away at the
ignorance of courts and legislatures in the
application of science to human behavior.
The extensive, well-arranged material which
has been assembled by Guttmacher and
Weihofen-a promising combination of a
psychiatrist with many years of full-time
contact with a Court Clinic in Baltimore, and
a lawyer who has for many years been inter-
ested in the field of insanity-probably justi-
fied Norton, whose motto used to be "Books
that Live", to undertake this rather weighty
publishing venture. Here a whole gamut of
psychological aspects is covered conservatively
and clearly with more stress on what the law
says than what variations are permitted by
advanced thinking jurists. After all, novelties
and individual Solomon-like judgments do not
get into Supreme Court Reports and do not
form part of the accessible record. To one who
is interested in the field, all these books are en-
tertaining, educational, and of considerable
importance. No one can consider himself very
much of a Forensic Psychiatrist who is not
acquainted with all three.
Forensic Psychiatry, in this country, has
improved mightily. The creation of court clinics
and psychiatric services in the prisons for the
study of criminology and advancement of
criminal science have done more to improve the
attitude of the courts than any other pair of
ventures. One is struck forcibly by the dif-
ference in this country by judges' attitudes,
particularly in the larger cities in the more ad-
vanced states, and that in Great Britain. For
instance, when reading in the Twenty-Eighth
Maudsley Lecture by the Honorable Earl
Jowitt, we find the following: "That the
I JOURNAL oF MENTAL SCIENCE, April 1954, Vol.
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psychiatrists think-whether rightly or wrongly
-that they are treated by the lawyers without
much respect is, I believe, the fact. Some of
them undoubtedly think that the counsel by
their questions make them 'a popular butt and
laughing stock'. They feel, too, that the counsel,
and sometimes even Her Majesty's judges,
have not used a scientific approach to these
problems. I confess, too, that Her Majesty's
judges have sometimes admitted to me that
they did not derive as much help as they had
expected from the evidence of the psy-
chiatrists." This, coming from a man who has
been Lord Chancellor, whose duties included
the investigations of complaints about the
proper status of inmates of mental institutions
in Great Britan and who has been a judge of
great merit, does, I think, set the stage for a
discussion of these three books.
Probably no one knows the problems which
confront those of us who do psychiatry in the
courts as well as Winfred Overholser. It was he
who really put the so-called Briggs Law of
Massachusetts into operation and who con-
tributed a foundation to Forensic Psychiatry in
Massachusetts. Seemingly to a lesser extent,
with his promotion to the superintendency of
St. Elizabeth's Hospital, he has not had the
same opportunity to clarify to the public and to
others the pitfalls and problems of psychiatry
in the courts, but the literature continues to be
amplified by his contributions, and his ad-
visory services to the Government have been
very significant. His book is a small one made
up of four essays, which delineate the major
problems in forensic psychiatry, logically,
historically and somewhat within the frame-
work of Isaac Ray's remarkable forensic text
book. The "substance of psychiatry", which is
his introductory discussion of forensic psy-
chiatry, is an elementary summarizing of the
general beliefs and history of the function of
the mind partly including a dilute Freudian
interpretation.
Overholser uses his review of the history of
psychiatry to point out how difficult it is to
evaluate the mental functioning of an in-
dividual from the standpoint of the courts.
There is in this lecture a very brief discussion of
the individual mental disturbances which are
expanded in great detail in the first eight
chapters-some 171 pages-in the Gutt-
macher-Weihofen book. Here are extensive but
legally rather than medically more complete
discussions of Psychoses, Psychoneuroses,
Psychopaths, Sex Offenders, Organic Cases,
and Mental Defect.
I cannot help but testify to the soundness of
the chapter on sex offenders. While the group
classification of many sex offenders is "psycho-
pathic personality" the Guttmacher-Weihofen
chapter on psychopaths is largely illustrative
material and, quite properly, the didactic
discussion of sex offenders is left "for a special
chapter. There is a brief review of the sex
offender laws as thoy stood in 1953 and a
description of the various types of offenses and
how the laws apply to them. Unfortunately, the
discussion of therapy of these cases is brief and
does not emphasize the fact that this brevity is
due to the fact that no statistically impressive
therapy or therapies are yet available for this
type of offender. It is interesting to note how
widespread the belief is becoming that in the
area of sex crimes medicine has more to offer
than sociology. From the standpoint of treat-
ment this may be true but, unfortunately, a
vast reservoir of cases remains in which neither
discipline nor medical help has proved to be of
much value.
In Chapter II there is, I believe, one of the
best discussions of formation of personality that
has appeared in the medical-legal literature, in
spite of the fact that many of the concepts
expressed in this chapter might not find all
forensic psychiatrists in agreement. For in-
stance the Thematic Apperception Test is
promoted, although it is doubtful whether it
deserves mention in a scientific book pertaining
to courts' vork until it is truly standardized.
Guttmacher and Weihofen have presented
the problem of the psychoneuroses in a simple
but not over-simplified way. Included in their
discussion is some mention of the application of
diagnosis of this type of mental disorder to
medico-legal problems such as accident,
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damage suits, workman's compensation, and
other important non-criminal aspects of the law.
The second lecture in Overholser's book on
"some differences of viewpoint" more or less
covers the discussion of the battle of experts.
The last lecture discusses the psychiatrist as a
witness. These are important and interesting,
and serve as a summary of the chapters in the
larger book. Here there are three chapters on
psychiatrists on the witness stand; namely,
"The Psychiatrist on the Witness Stand,"
"Direct and Cross Examination," and a
chapter on "Eliminating the Battle of the
Experts." The field is covered in almost the
same way in both volumes, although, of course,
there is no duplication. There are differences in
the writers' points of view.
One cannot ignore the strong historical
account of the development of tests of insanity
or tests of responsibility, which Overhoiser
mentions as he quotes a number of recent
decisions including the fact that emotional
shock may precipitate serious neurotic damage.
One psychiatric fact that is so often forgotten
by laymen is the frequent experience that even
though a patient may recover after the settle-
ment of a case, thus implying that he had been
malingering, he is never able to "put on an act"
which can satisfy the tests for a diagnosis of
psychoneurosis unless he really is sick. So ap-
parent malingerers really are sick-and to this
both authors of Psychiatry and the Law and
Dr. Overholser testify.
The two discussions in the Guttmacher-
Weihofen book on the psychiatrist as a witness
offer a great deal to psychiatrists who will ap-
pear on the stand, but I would caution these
who read these chapters not to follow the dicta
too literally. In my experience the strength of
the psychiatrist's testimony lies not in his
court rights but rather in adequate preparation,
belief in the truth of his facts, and the help of
alert counsel. When the doctor instructs the
lawyer, he has poor legal assistance indeed.
There are a number of books for the Medical-
legal witness, and no recent ones pertaining to
psychiatry, so these chapters are of considerable
importance. Both books suggest increasing
adoption of the Uniform Expert Testimony Act
drafted by the Commission on Uniform Expert
Testimony Act drafted by the Commission on
Uniform State Laws and the Model Code of
Evidence from the American Law Institute;
that the examinations be made jointly by the
experts on both sides, in fact, they suggest that
it would be better if the experts were ap-
pointed by the court rather than by being em-
ployed by either side. There is, of course, the
argument that this would tend toward bureau-
cratic domination, but this reviewer has seen
the procedure worked out in legal aspects other
than criminal and in a most satisfactory
manner.
The three authors recommend the elimina-
tion of the battle of the experts in cases where
the sanity of a criminal is in question by having
examinations made before trial by experts ap-
pointed by the state, but this means experts.
This is in keeping with the experiences de-
scribed by Overhoser and, in addition, the joint
authors point out that Court Clinics are of some
value in situations of this sort. Unfortunately,
a majority of Court Clinics are not called into
play until after the case has been decided and
merely become a diagnostic tool which might
help to aid the individual to get back on his
feet if it be possible. Dr. Guttmacher who is
Director of one of the oldest Court Clinics in
the country (Supreme Bench of Baltimore) de-
scribes his procedure. A reviewer could spend
much time weighing his presentation of this
area of psychiatry. For instance, he says that
some of his reports to the courts run to thirty
pages, and I doubt if very many judges will
take time to read that much. Most Clinics are
satisfied and feel they can present material
adequately on what Dr. Guttmacher calls a
summary sheet. It is better to have a judge
read a boiled-down report with errors of
omission than not to have him read anything.
Many of the cases referred to Guttmacher's
clinic are not psychiatric and some are re-
ferred before trial. The evaluation of an un-
convicted case has often reddened the faces of
criminologists. Does psychiatry know enough
about evaluating behavior to give a valid
report when the cards are stacked against the
examiner? In fact, do we know enough about
[Vol. 45
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diagnosis and treatment of the offender to give
a report which is better than the hunch of a
skilled probation officer with the exception of
cases bearing the tag of a real psychiatric
syndrome?
The third essay in the Overholser book con-
cerns the patient in the hospital, the method of
commitment and the fact that we now are
laboring under an archaic system of making an
individual pass before a judge-and even in
some states--a jury. This jury trial of insanity
is an absurdity-asking a group of laymen to
pass upon a highly technical medical condition
of a patient-a situation where even experts
disagree. This ridiculous situation was created
in Illinois just prior to the Civil War when a
woman, who was obviously psychotic, ag-
gressively secured her release from a State
Hospital and then in her psychotic drive, in-
duced the legislature to insist on jury trials
in the case of commitment of insane people.
Fortunately, state after state is abrogating
this sort of thing, and it is to be expected that
before too long it will be possible to place a
mental patient under treatment in the same
way that we do a patient with a broken leg,
i.e., to have him admitted immediately to a
hospital. Overholser mentions that in his vast
experience, he has never known a normal person
to be hospitalized because of ulterior motives,
and it is pointed out in Psychiatry and the Law
that not only were patients not erroneously
committed, but in the case of state and other
public institutions they would be immediately
released in order to make room in these over-
crowded places. They point out, and it is
interesting to note, the fact that private
institutions are not subject to commitment re-
quirements, and yet these are the most likely
to be the ones which would be mercenary
and would keep persons incarcerated who
should not be.
This reviewer can remember a mid-Victorian
novel called "Valentine Vox" in which one of
the leading characters was incarcerated in a
private hospital in order for the villain to make
way with his fortune. With the exception of. a
petition drawn up by a psychotic case who felt
that her spouse was insane, I have not in my
twenty-five years of experience in this field seen
a case of frankly erroneous hospitalization, and
the authors of these two books emphasize that
there is really no need to protect people from
illicit incarceration by court action, although
perhaps there could be a reviewing responsi-
bility held by the courts.
It is pointed out in several connections that
the courts seldom reverse the advice given by
the hospital physicians in these cases.
In addition to the fields which overlap in the
two leading books discussed here, I must
emphasize that Weihofen and Guttmacher go
into additional subjects not covered by Over-
holser. For instance, they discuss such medical-
legal problems as the privilege of silence (not
to discuss the patient's case in court), which the
physician has in some states but which I
believe is only of significance when the prosecu-
tion wishes to get information which it cannot
get through any other source. In general, it
must be admitted that physicians who take
care of patients, even though they commit
criminal acts, are not required to give evidence
that they know about such acts, because such
evidence is hearsay as much as privilege.
The doctor remains a confidant and not a
tattler, and at least one decision emphasizes
that the patient's need for dependence on the
psychiatrist justifies him in guarding the
patient's secrets beyond that care required by
physicians in general.
The procedure of the hospitalization of the
mentally ill is gone into in considerable detail,
including the commitment of alcoholics, and the
literature is very well covered.
Mental incompetency, including the matter
of wills, is discussed in great detail, although I
am not sure that the psychiatrist is helped
greatly by some of the concepts in the non-
criminal field. There are so many theories, for
instance, on the matter of whether contracts
made by people with mental disorders are void
or voidable, that the expression of opinion in
this book of these authors must be considered
limited. The matter of wills, of course, remains
a terrific problem. The person who has made
the will is not present to testify, as the authors
point out, and any showing of prejudice or of
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undue influence or other psychological features
that might effect will-making power can be
brought out only by inference. The authors tell
about a psychiatrist who was called in to ex-
amine a man to determine whether he was sane
at the time of signing his will but did not ask
the patient any questions about the will itself
This is an excellent example of inadequate
psychiatric service, the rendering of which
could have been made acceptable by gaining
knowledge from a book like this.
The question of veracity is taken up by these
authors although the lie-detector is lightly
passed over, because of the fact that the
machine is still not accepted by the courts on
the very peculiar basis that it is not 100 percent
accurate. There is a good deal of literature on
the subject that makes us feel that the lie-
detector and the so-called truth drugs are gain-
ing more and more reliability and it is quite
probable--the authors fail to point this out-
that information gathered by this type of
procedure and interpreted by a well-trained
skillful person is far better to determine
guilt, innocence, or the presence of fact, than
the interpretation of an attitude by lay juries
who are, first of all, not skilled interpreters, and,
second, are riddled by prejudice and, in many
other ways, are defective in their ability to test
veracity. The fact that there are twelve jurors
multiplies error rather than corrects it. In fact,
these procedures are used in courts more than
the literature would suggest.
The final chapters on Mental Disorder and
the Criminal and Mental Disorder and Criminal
Law constitute one of the ablest discussions in a
relatively short space that this reviewer has
ever seen on this subject. Suffice it to say that
the authors agree with this reviewer's belief
that psychiatry is asked to pass judgment upon
facets of crime concerning which we do not
know the answers, and when I say "we" I mean
not only psychiatrists but others who are en-
gaged in scientific criminology. The criminal,
unless he happens to be unusually verbal, is not
in a position to talk and give information about
himself. Only too often the psychiatrist will
bring a convicted offender into his office to try
to learn what the motive might have been that
led to commission of the offense, only to find
that while the defendant might be very verbal,
he still gives a superficial explanation of no
value due to memory disorder, emotional con-
flict, defense mechanisms or some similar
psychological influence, which does not permit
him properly to weigh and evaluate his ab-
normal conduct.
Although none of the authors says so in so
many words, one must feel that the criminal
law is relatively fixed, while medical science is
in a state of flux. The laws themselves have been
made by persons who did not know of motive or
of treatment and had only naive insight into
the machinery of the human mind ... not that
the psychiatrist has so much more, but he does
have enough to make a difference. Because of
the fact that the laws are created at the whim
of the public or of some particular individual,
the concepts lying behind them are archaic and
in many instances vicious. By-and-large,
current procedures do not help very much in
getting people out of prison at the time that
they should be released, and they do not help
very much in getting people into the hospitals
as promptly as the patient needs.
Guttmacher and Weihofen, in a single
paragraph, give warning, although they are
unaware of it, that the whole concept of the
law with regard to psychiatry probably will be
changed within ten years, stemming from the
fact that patients under indictment who have
shock treatment do become entirely well be-
fore they can be brought to trial, and this
picture is not conceived under the present legal
code.
One great weakness of the Guttmacher-
Weihofen book is its failure to discuss traffic
psychiatry in detail although a majority of
court hearings today pertain to the motor car.
Murder, Madness and the Law overlaps both
Overholser and Guttmacher-Weihofen to the
extent that it points out that where murder is
involved psychiatric cases are mishandled,
misapprehended and sometimes tried by the
lay press rather than by the court, and many
features in many individual cases deserve far
more understanding than they have gotten
from the public. By the same token, Overholser
[Vol. 45
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attempts to impress the need for revision of the
commitment procedures, psychiatric testi-
mony, and the application of science to the law
upon a rather social-minded reading public, and
to the whole group of psychiatrists.
Cohen attempts, by describing a large group
of extended case histories of patients or de-
fendants who have committed murder, some
whom he has known personally and some
whom he has not met, to show the need for
changes in interpretation and handling in such
cases. Some individuals-often those who are
obviously sick-have been put to death. In
many of these cases, proper testimony was not
permitted. Here he overlaps the other authors
who feel that the criminal law should recognize
pathology better and use psychiatric knowledge.
All three books recognize that a pre-arraign-
ment psychiatric examination (Brigg's Law)
has done and will do much to eliminate false
psychiatric defenses except in borderlirle cases.
It is fortunate that the psychiatrist who
knows the most about the Briggs Law has
written a book in this group of three, but it is
also worthwhile to see three differing points
of view about the same subject, all of which are
not only favorable to this type of procedure but
encourage the type of thinking which demands
that those who have committed an offense
should have proper mental study and should
have the application of medicine to their cases
rather than the unadulterated legal process, and
emotion should have no place in the dispo-
sition of such a case.
After reading these three books one can
scarcely fail to be revolted by the amount of
material, the contention, and the obsessive
thinking created by the McNaghten dicta.
When the judges, after the decision in the Mc-
Naghten (whose name Cohen misspells) case,
presented their opinions about what were the
tests for insanity in criminal cases to the House
of Lords, a knowledge of modem psychology
was non-existent. For the English bar and, for
that matter the American, had emerged only
recently from the primitive theories of insanity
which held sway for thousands of years. Since
there were no modem means of rapid com-
munication, the works of Rush, Pinel and
Conolly were no better known to the jurists of
the eighteen forties than electroshock theory,
the use of chloropromazine, serpasil, or the use
of octamethyl pyrophosphoramide in the
treatment of myasthenia gravis would be known
to the Supreme Court of the United States.
How silly it would be to consult the Supreme
Court today on subjects such as this, if I may
say so, which I do, with apologies.
One is impressed in these books with the
archaic picture of psychiatric jurisprudence
which legislatures, lawyers, and judges have
created. Competent and humane handling of
these problems occur daily in the more en-
lightened jurisdictions where the letter of the
law is stretched and twisted to aid the patient.
Can we forget the mother in Detroit who killed
her child during a major depression but who was
restored to mental health by electroshock
treatment before her trial came up, only to
find that the statutes made her hospitalization
mandatory and provided no procedure whereby
she could be released even with executive
clemency?
In both books we find Charley Chaplin's case
is cited, in which the blood analysis findings
incontrovertibly proved him not to be the
father of the child at issue. These examples
show the need for a complete revision and re-
building of our legal code using the beliefs of
the most skilled and trained human material
available to enable criminals to be adjusted,
deviates to be cured, and civil litigants to find
justice outside of the law's current bumbling.
American law constitutes verbal play-
psychiatry is the study of human beings-these
books tell as best they can where the two meet
and with what success.
It must be with considerable enthusiasm
that I submit these three volumes to those who
want to reform our legal system in a valid and
competent manner. Many suggestions are
incorporated in all three books although
Cohen's suggestions are limited to the law's
application to insane murderers.
For the education of lawyers and doctors
where reading of a development of a few legal
assininities might be entertaining and con-
structive, Overholser's essays can be absorbed
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with profit. It surely clarifies the aspects of
Medical Jurisprudence where it touches.
For the judge, the lawyer, and the physician
who have the responsibility for comprehending
Forensic Psychiatry as it is today, careful study
of the Guttmacher-Weihofen tome is imper-
ative, although it constitutes a guide and out-
line to the problems of psychiatry in the
courts rather than an all-inclusive reference
work, in spite of its size. Every Chapter could
be blown up to book length.
On the other hand, Cohen's book is rather
more for the layman. Its limited subject matter,
and it must be noted that the pertinent legal
thinking behind each case is often missing, as
well as the fact that many of the cases are
reported at fourth and fifth hand, limit the
value of this work. It is a study of a special
and limited aspect of psychiatric jurisprudence,
yet one which cannot lightly be brushed off.
There are no indexes in Overholser's or
Cohen's book.
Anyone who deals with criminal matters and/
or insanity will be rewarded for the time he
spends on these books, particularly the large
volume by Guttmacher and Weihofen.
[We regret to announce that the author of
the above review, Dr. Lowell S. Selling of Or-
lando, Florida, died on January 18, 1955-Ed.]
TnE CONCEPT oF SCm zopmENI. By W. F.
McAuley. Philosophical Library, New York,
1954, 145.
This small volume gives an excellent over-
view of the present status of thought on
schizophrenia; having first traced the historical
development of this illness that has come to be
thought of as a "disease", from pre-Christian
eras. The point is quite succinctly made, and
constantly pounded home, that as long as
schizophrenia has a "disease concept" and is
felt to be a medical problem, concentration will
be only on quick treatment-generally one of
the convulsive methods-for the amelioration
of symptoms, whereas, "if anything clear has
emerged from this survey it is surely that the
schizophrenic mind is one that has not adapted
itself to the social environment". The author,
himself a physician, presents convincing evi-
dence that there is a connection between the
psychoneuroses and the psychoses; that the
psychoneuroses can so often be corrected by
manipulating the dynamic factors of inter-
relationship; and that this method is the one
which holds most promise for the understanding
in, research with, and healing of, the schizo-
phrenic syndrome. Throughout the book there
is a distinct flavor of cultural and environmental
stress as being etiologically significant in the
development of this syndrome--that is, the
author, according to his own statement has
examined hereditary dispositions, glands, and
metabolism; found them wanting, and has
been forced to look outside the individual to
society in order to understand schizophrenia.
A. STANLEY WEBSTER
State Hospital, Knoxville, Tenn.
Din KRIMINALITXT iN DEUTSCHLAND WAMBEND
DES ZWEITEN WELTxc GES. By Dr.
jur. Bruno Blan. Reprinted from ZEIT-
ScHRiFT Fft DIE GESAMTE STRA.FRECHTS-
WISSENSCHAFT (Berlin), Vol. 64, no. 1, 1952,
pp. 31-81.
The final volume of the Bulletin of the
International Penal and Penitentiary Com-
mission, Recueil de Documents en Matikre
Pgnale et Pnitentiaire (Select Papers on Penal
and Penitentiary Affairs), vol. XV, 1950-51,
included a series of studies on "The Effects of
the War on Criminality" in Austria, Belgium,
Denmark, France, England, Wales and
Northern Ireland, The Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden and the United States. Bruno Blau's
study serves as a valuable supplement to this
series by examining the criminality under the
Nazi regime in Germany during the Second
World War.
The author is a former Berlin lawyer who
under the Nazis emigrated to the United
States. His study is scholarly and objective.
He notes the similarity in the structures of
criminality in the two world wars. Compared
with the last pre-war years, the first two years
of the wars showed a considerable decline of
criminal activity; it began to rise in the third
year. In addition, a general rise of female and
juvenile criminality and a decline in the
[Vol. 45
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criminality of. persons with a criminal record
and male adults was noticeable. Blau examines
in brief the influence of Nazi ideology on crim-
inal procedure which was particularly evident
in the coercion and "correction" of justice in all
political and racial cases. On the basis of the
Criminal Code, the activities of Reichs-
Minister of Justice Thierack and SS Leader
Himmler were in numerous cases plain murder.
Under such circumstances Blau found it, of
course, difficult to give a true picture of the
situation. However, he succeeded very well in
sketching the major aspects of criminality
during the Second World War. Included are
direct and indirect war criminality, economic
criminality, juvenile delinquency, the per-
centage of individual delicts, the penalties, and
steps towards prevention of crime and re-
habilitation. While in former years detailed
statistical surveys or, at least, summaries of
criminalistic developments had been published,
during the later part of the war no statistics
were made available to the public. Apparently,
the authorities were afraid that the public
might learn about the increase in capital pun-
ishment and this might have produced a certain
amount of unrest. For the same reason, ex-
ecutions were no longer open to a limited
public, as legally prescribed, but were per-
formed in secrecy. Thus, the public did not
learn that, in spite of a decrease in capital
crimes, the number of death sentences increased
considerably because they were frequently
applied in political and ideological cases.
In general, Blau believes that there was not
an unfavorable development of criminality in
Germany during the war, a fact which he con-




THE JuvEmLE x DELINQuENT SociErY.
By Milton L. Barton. New York: Alfred A.
Knopf Inc., 1954, xix, 349, vii pp. $5.00.
In the words of the preface, "the central
theme of this volume is implicit in its title. It is
that the problem of juvenile delinquency can
best be understood on the one hand and re-
duced on the other in a comprehensive, societal
frame of reference."
The book is designed primarily for use as a
college text and attempts to incorporate the
interdisciplinary approach, centering around
the view that the solution to juvenile de-
linquency lies in an orderly modification of both
our social structure and some of the values and
functions of American society.
Beginning with a case history the author
defines the problem in terms of its differenti-
ation from crime, the recent roots of the concept
of delinquency, psychological and cultural
conceptions, comparative legislation, and age
criteria. A further chapter delineates the
"profile" of delinquency, its extent and char-
acteristics. A second section considers its
etiology, in terms of the complexities of
causation and such approaches and methods as
the institutional, communicational, cultural,
ecological, and age-status referents. Conclu-
sions of recent research are set forth, on the
biological and psychological factors, I.Q., and
personality traits.
Barron recognizes the importance of family
background and cites several research studies
dealing with parent-child relationships. The
role of gangs and peer groups and the influence
of the church and school are treated, but in
terms of research which might prove unin-
teresting and inconclusive to many beginning
students. The key chapter is the one dealing
with delinquent culture. It is noted that
cultural conditioning, "official" values, the
success-pattern, concern with status and power
ascendance, emphasis on pecuniary goals,
resistance to authority, value-conflict, and
other cultural influences are inseparably re-
lated to the problem of delinquency. This is not
an original thesis, nor is it all-inclusive, but it
would appear to be well-grounded.
Part III deals with societal reactions to de-
linquency, namely, detection and detention,
the juvenile court, institutional treatment and
its alternatives, and finally, delinquency con-
trol and prevention. Juvenile detention and its
harmful effects, court cases and procedure,
probation, foster home placement and re-
cidivism are described briefly but succinctly.
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Like most writers in the field, the author
rejects over-all panaceas and "single-cures."
He makes a contribution in stressing the
complex and many-sided aspects of the prob-
lem.
A series of illustrations by Hogarth depicting
English conditions of the 18th century seems
only indirectly relevant to the main theme of
20th century delinquency in American culture.
But the work is well documented with charts
and tables, and each chapter ends with ques-
tions and research suggestions. The Juvenile
in Delinquent Society is a usable volume and
will probably take its place as one of the im-
portant texts in the field.
JoHN E. OWEN
Florida Southern College
THE BANE OF DRUG ADDICTION. By Orin R.
Yost, M.D. New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1954. Pp. 155. $4.00.
While the title of this book suggests harm or
a curse, one should not form the belief that this
work is a series of rabble rousing and un-
intelligent remarks. Writing from his long
experience with drug addicts, Dr. Yost offers
a series of sound comments into motivation,
causes, symptoms and treatment of drug ad-
diction. These are highlighted by case histories
of former patients.
It should be indicated that though the reader
may at times gain the impression that some of
the explanations on motivation are not too
complete and even too simple, it must be kept
in mind that this book is really a pioneering
attempt to present the realities of drug ad-
diction in a realistic manner. The author,
therefore, has endeavored to present the es-
sentials rather than go into any lengthy
technical explanations. The following par-
agraph points up the realism inherent in the
author's thinking:
"It must be emphasized that treatment for
drug addiction is a long and painful process,
and that withdrawal from the drug is only the
beginning of treatment. The real recovery or
cure cannot be said to have been accomplished
before the patient has been rehabilitated, that
is, before the attitude toward his life and
toward the drug has been changed. Unless such
changes have been brought about, no "cure"
is likely to be permanent." (p. 8)
In referring to the drug addict, the author
emphasizes the latter's characteristics as
compulsion to take drugs, tendency to increase
the dosage, and psychological as well as
physiological possibilities. One can well ponder
this description in terms of other addictions
and be on very sound ground.
Dr. Yost has made a real contribution,
particularly in the reproduced chart from
Facts About Narcotics he has presented (Pg.
90-91) on the addicting drugs which includes
causes, withdrawal illness, and creation of
tolerance or need for bigger doses. Also, the
glossary of terms at the end of the book serves
a much needed purpose in understanding the
semantics of the addict. The author is to be
commended for presenting to the public a
much needed book, readable in content, in-
teresting in scope, and long enough to cover the
main theme of a subject which is increasingly




TE NATuRE OF PREyuDICE. By Gordon W.
Allport. Cambridge, Mass.: Addison-Wesley
Publishing Company, and Boston, Mass.:
The Beacon Press, 1954, Pp. xviii + 537.
S7.00.
Among numerous books which make their
appearances in these days of witch-hunting
and persecution of intellectualism and which
attempt to "explain" or to "excuse" prejudices
as a phenomenon sui generis, Allport's book
should be assigned a stellar role. It neither
lacks width nor depth nor breadth. It is as
comprehensive as it is humanly-and schol-
arly-possible and, above all, it is passionless.
His only intolerance is directed against in-
tolerance.
Already the division of the book in and the
titles of the eight parts are significant: Pref-
erential Thinking, Group Differences, Per-
ceiving and Thinking about Group Differences,
Sociocultural Factors, Acquiring Prejudices,
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The Dynamics of Prejudice, Character Struc-
ture, and Reducing Group Tensions. Allport
states that he had in mind two groups of
readers to whom he wished to dedicate the
book: one, "college and university students in
all countries," and the other, "older citizens
and general readers who are of the same mind
(with college students)." One may wonder why
Allport did not specifically direct his book to
the younger generation, exclusive college
students, which should produce our leaders of
tomorrow and which, by and large, lacks the
stamina which our elders seemed to possess...
It is impossible to discuss all of the book's
merits within the scope of a short review. Just
a few raisins out of this wonderful cake may
indicate to the reader Allport's psychology.
In the chapter "Rejection of Out-Groups"
the author states: "Discrimination comes
about only when we deny to individuals or
groups of people equality of treatment which
they may wish" (p. 51). In the chapter of
"Conforming" the author reports about a
study among members of the Air-Force during
the last war pertaining to principles of segrega-
tion and arrives at the conclusion that "about
a half of all prejudiced attitudes are based
only on the need to conform to custom, to
let well enough alone, to maintain the cultural
pattern." (p. 286) And in "The Tolerant
Personality," the author comes to believe that
"the development of mature and democratic
personalities is largely a matter of building
inner security. Only when life is free from
intolerable threats, or when these threats are
adequately handled with inner strength, can
one be at ease with all sorts and conditions
of men." (p. 441)
Since this book is also a college text, each
chapter concludes with notes and references,
an item not just valuable to students of the
social sciences, but to the "general reader,"
who, after reading this invaluable source on
prejudice, may have been stimulated enough
to dig further and to enrich himself with more
and more knowledgel
Los Angeles HANs A. ILLINo
A HISTORY or =~ NEw YoRK SCHOOL Or
SoCmIL WoRx. By Elizabeth G. Meier. New
York, Columbia University Press, 1954, Pp.
vi, 154, $2.75.
During this, the bicentennial, year of Co-
lumbia University, the famous institution is
issuing histories of its various schools and
colleges. The present volume will be of much
interest to social scientists and to criminologists
in particular. In the course of the school's
history of various trends, changing conditions,
and different (but always able) leadership,
criminology found a top priority; not only
among the various faculty members (Professor
Alfred J. Kahn's contribution, Children in
Court, was reviewed here), but also the present
Dean is, in a strict sense, not a "social worker."
A graduate of Harvard Law School and
Judge of the District Court in Quincy, Massa-
chusetts, his associations with social work had
grown out of his legal interests, particularly in
juvenile delinquency and probation. He had
worked closely with the National Probation
Association. Since October 1, 1949, he has
assumed the post of Dean of one of the oldest
schools of social work in this country.
However, the school's interest in criminology
and a place of this field in its curriculum dates
back to the early '20's when Dr. George W.
Kirchwey, head of the Department of Crimi-
nology and former Dean of the Columbia
University School of Law, started a large
number of courses and influenced the trend
for social work to pay relatively more attention
to work with individuals and relatively less
attention to social reform movements. Dr.
Kirchwey believed that the administration of
criminal justice in this country was a "disgrace
to the civilized world." His wrath was directed
against the careless arrests by police of persons
who should not have been arrested and the
long periods of waiting in jail for trial which
were revealed by his study of the jail and house
of correction in Chicago.
Miss Meier has rendered a superb job which,
originally, was to have been undertaken by the
late Dr. Eduard C. Lindeman. The volume does
not read like a typical (i.e., sentimental)
survey of alumni for alumni, but de fato is a
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history-not merely of a school of Columbia
University, but a~kaleidoscopic panoramaof an
era: from Lady Bountiful to the professional
social worker within an organized framework
of principles.
HIAs A. ILLING
PRisoNs IN TRANSFORMATION, Thorsten Sellin,
(Ed.) The Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science, Vol. 293,
May 1954. Pp. 227,
The seventeen articles by well known
American and European criminologists and
penologists constitute a special contribution on
,current penal, practices. The subject is divided
into three sections: (1) The Setting (2),Plans
and Programs and (3).Prison Reform ,Abroad.
,-The first section is, chiefly concerned with
assessing and evaluating, prisons and.jails.
Sanford. Bates in "The Prison-Asset-,Or
Liability", stresses the need, both for punish
ment, which disciplines and 'treatment. which4
reforms but gives.little advice on how to. assure
either. James V. B6nnett lays down seven
excellent criteria for judging prisonain-his
article on "Evaluating Prisons"; while;oAustn
.H. MacCormick puts his finger oB. the seven
basic reasons for prison riots of which the most
significant are idleness within prisons,- and
political manipulation from without,, while
gross disparities exist in sentencing and in
paroling similar offenses. These also complicate
the problem. MacCormick incidentally pays
special homage to the two best prison systems
in the United States, the Federal System and
that of California.
Three of the seven articles in the second
section are a description of penal procedures
in California and these merit the most careful at,
tention of penologists, state officials and prison
board members in other states. The reception
process in the adult correctional system is
analyzed by Norman Fenton and describes
how the California classification system
operates. Richard A. McGee, Director of, the
Department of Corrections for California shows
how the California penal system has come to
terms with manufacturers and trade unions in
working out a system of prison industries which
gives the inmate useful' job training and
eliminates degrading idleness in an inspiring
chapter in view of the relative black outlook
for prison labor as a whole in the United States.
Kenyon J. Scudder's article on the "Open
Institution" at Chino describes another
forward step , taken by California. Here "im-
prisoned men live without walls or keys-in an
institution whole-heartedly devoted reliabilita-
tion under maximum conditions of freedom,
fair play and individualized treatment. Scudder's
article like that of Lloyd W. McCookle and
Richard Korn on "Resocialization Within
Walls" stresses the-need for small institutions
if we rid prisoners of hostile attitudes. The
latter -.authors deplore the results of most
"humane" treatments however -and call- for .a
coordination of discipline and therapy (more
or less in ha'rmony with Sanford Bates).,
Paul W. Tappan's discussipn of .the. legalrights of 'prisoners 'is particularly timely now
that the legal rights bf everybody are more or
less in'je6pardy. His' analysis of the relatiel
blithe way legislators dispose *6' prisosners'
rights is disconcerting and bears wiaenv, etila:-
tion.'
- 'Prison'f orms abroad are 'of' espezial interest
and''the articles in this -gection take up -the
post-war trends in England, Belgium, Frarite
and Sweden. Sir Lionel Fox's article on English
trends makes clear that .the United States lags
behind th6, .English. program -f o.' treating
youthful offenders. 'The extensive' -work, the
professionally. trained staff, the trained teach-
ing staff and the extensive interest of prisoners
in the classes offered are 'cases iii point. Simi-
larly the emphasis upon character training and
self-responsibility are to be .commehded: ana
both are unquestionablyrelated to'th& ext6nsiire
use of open institutions while after-dare (or
parole as we call it) is obligatty" only 'for
youthful offenders. In England all released
adult offenders may avail theemselv~s of- this
service if they so desire. - -" ' :' ' "
Belgium shifted-from solitary 'to congregate
prisons following World War I. Since-theh
many specialized institutions have been estab-
lished including open shop work. Following
World War II, practical problems have resulted
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in forward-looking changes. A serious com- Psychiatrists attached to the central institu-
munity fire demonstrated that prisoners could tion are given authority to direct the treatment
be trusted when released to'aid in rescue work. of all prisoners in the institutions within the
Subsequently an open institution was estab- district.
lished. The number of well-educated collabo- Even more forward looking is the newly
iators with the Nazis serving in prison resulted organized Swedish treatment plan for youthful
in awell organized inmate directed educational offenders at Roxtuna on a small group plan.
activity. The need for fuel resulted in prisoners The boys live in separate houses, under general
being employed in the "battle for coal". Even supervision of a psychiatrist. On arrival a new-
so recidivism runs high,'but- the Dr..Cornil, comer is placed in a reception center in which
Secretary-General of the Belgian 'Ministry of discipline is relatively slim.... Afte study of
Justice recognizes that recidivism is not merely his case, the offender may be transferred to an
a prison but a community problem. intermediate house with moderate supervision
In France thr6 observitf6 -centers hi -- and later to outside w6rkshops and finally to an
been set up for observing the affect of the open section from which he is released.
treatment of prisoners. As Charles Germain, Physicians, nurses, psychologists and social
General of the French- prison system .makes workers constitute most of the personnel in
clear war conditions created new classes of the Roxtuna plan.
convicts. Institutions dealing with Tbng time All in all these plans in operation bear
6fferiders are now concerned wittl. individual watching from this-side of the Atlantic.
needs of prispners, including those: due to.ill. MABEL A. ELLIOTT
health, character deviation, mental disability lennsylvania College for Women
and mental disease. Cellular isola'tion: which
was formerly the rule is no longer in force for ENEmIms oF =HE STATE (Notable American
large d'umbers of short-term inmates. Perverts -Trials). By Francis X. Busch, Bobbs-
or iictim of perverts.ma be so" colified--as Merrill, 1954. Pp. 299. $3.75.
well as certain disciplinary problems but many Only a competent trial lawyer who has read
prisoners are placed in work outside the the entire court proceedings in the cases covered
institution under guard of prison officials while in this book can know how well the author has
others are given semi-freedom. The latter work selected details for these pages. But no layman
outside without surveillance, but return to who is interested in the subject matter we find
prison for the night. After sentencing, prisoners here (and who is not?) should miss the volume
are studied at the observation centers for a and the series of which it is a part. Only a very
period of five or six weeks and then are assigned few laymen have the opportunity to sit through
to a suitable institution, an important trial. A book like this makes it
Sweden's program (discussed by Torsten possible for every one who can read to breathe
Eriksson) indicates a significant trend away a little of the atmosphere of a stirring trial.
from imprisonment. Since 1934 the Swedish Many should take advantage of it.
motto has been "depopulate the prisons" and The book covers four notable trials: that of
today fines constitute approximately 90 per Mary Eugenia Surratt, for complicity in the
cent of the penalties inflicted. There are how- murder of Abraham Lincoln; of Albert Fall for
ever, fifty prisons in Sweden. In 1954 a new
plan of district organization was put into effect conspiracy to defraud the United States in the
with prisoners in each of seven districts placed "Teapot Dome" oil affair; of Alphonse Capone,
under surveillance of the central prison super- the noted Chicago gangster, for income tax
visor (who is also superintendent of all prisons evasion, and of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg for
in the area). He assigns them to specific betraying atomic secrets to Russia. Any one of
institutions within the area, after the cassifica- these cases makes the book worth having.
tion committee has discussed their cases. It is a matter that doesn't affect the value
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